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Where is troubled portion ??.Above may be dominant answer.Therefore to know the wealthiest Rockefeller is to fix the world for future.
Following are the data collected by author.Note each data are not whole complete,some portions might be not correct.

Ⅰ：The Rockefeller File
⑴NONE DARE CALL IT CONSPIRACY 1971 by Gary Allen
http://www.whale.to/b/allen_b1.html
Following is summary by author Suzuki.Rockefeller assisted Bolshevik Revolution(1917) in order to make out side enemy for the aim of
establishing Capitalism ally against the Communism,it is solidarity making against communism by setting up decisive enemy outside.
“Nation people and genus are tools of monarchy”.
“Set up enemy for keeping perpetual struggle toward hegemony winning” ......Hoegel Philosophy.in feudalism Preussen.
In 1989,Berlin wall was liberated and USA was to lose enemy,consequently Military Industry Complex(right wing USA)setted up new enemy
of Muslim nations(the 9/11 in 2001),since then USA has entirely been making false flag wars.
⑵WALL STREET AND THE RISE OF HITLER By Antony C. Sutton
http://www.reformation.org/wall-st-hitler.html
Rockefeller assisted NAZIS Revolution in order to defeat Jew the revolutionists.Why Jew has been being persecuted for long history in
feudalism and capitalism Europe?.Both Christianism & Communism are democrat class struggles against nobility hereditary regime.
Right wing’s role is to defeat those political movement.Bush family kinship with UK imperial has been subordinate of Rockefeller.
Bush Family Funded Adolf Hitler
http://www.georgwalkerbush.net/bushfamilyfundedhitler.htm
⑶Operation Paperclip
http://www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/jsource/ww2/OperationPaperclip.html
Operation Paperclip (originally Operation Overcast) was the Office of Strategic Services (OSS) program in which over 1,500 German scientists,
technicians, and engineers from Nazi Germany and other foreign countries were brought to the ...
Archive for the ‘Military Industrial Complex’ Category
http://truth11.com/category/military-industrial-complex/
US Driven By Nazi War Machine

By Finian Cunningham

http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article34946.htm
USA today have revealed NAZIS reincarnated nation as military-police-state with high tech violence devices.
⑷The Rockefeller File 1976 by Gary Allen
http://www.whale.to/b/allen_b.html
For more than one hundred years, since the days when John D. Rockefeller Sr. used every devious strategy he could devise to create a gigantic
oil monopoly, enough books have been written about the Rockefellers to fill a library. I have read many of them. And to my knowledge, not one
has dared reveal the most vital part of the Rockefeller story: that the Rockefellers and their allies have, for at least fifty years, been carefully
following a plan to use their economic power to gain political control of first America, and then the rest of the world.
⑸the Wicked Spirits in High Place.
Once prince Philipp(UK) told,
In the event that I am reincarnated, I would like to return as a deadly virus, to contribute something to solving overpopulation(1988).
http://www.propagandamatrix.com/prince.html
Revolution is more terrible than defeating war...Konoe Fumimaro the emperor family member at that time).
http://tamutamu2011.kuronowish.com/konoejyousoubunn.htm
ROCKEFELLER AND MASS MURDER
http://www.tetrahedron.org/articles/new_world_order/UN_Rockefeller_Genocide.html
Three Articles For Mass-Distribution Rockefeller Depopulation Plans Exposed
http://www.infowars.com/three-articles-for-mass-distribution-rockefeller-depopulation-plans-exposed/
The Horrifying American Roots of Nazi Eugenics
http://historynewsnetwork.org/article/1796

EUGENICS, ROCKEFELLER AND ROE V. WADE
http://www.catholicleague.org/eugenics-rockefeller-and-roe-v-wade-2/
CFR-Trilateral pedophile Jeffrey Epstein’s corporate philanthropy tied to transhumanist neo-eugenics
http://www.intrepidreport.com/archives/14991

The Ultimate War Crime: America’s “Global War on Terrorism”
http://www.globalresearch.ca/the-ultimate-war-crime-americas-global-war-on-terrorism/5434478
U.S. STRATEGY PLAN CALLS FOR INSURING NO RIVALS DEVELOP March 8, 1992
http://www.nytimes.com/1992/03/08/world/us-strategy-plan-calls-for-insuring-no-rivals-develop.html
1% rich monopolize 46% global wealth !!”.
http://www.legrandsoir.info/les-super-riches-de-1-a-0-7.html
http://tempsreel.nouvelobs.com/topnews/20131009.REU4085/1-de-la-population-detient-46-de-la-richesse-mondiale.html
⑹Bilderberg Group<substantial planet General Head Quater>.
“The True Story of the Bilderberg Group” and What They May Be Planning Now A Review of Daniel Estulin's book
http://www.globalresearch.ca/the-true-story-of-the-bilderberg-group-and-what-they-may-be-planning-now/13808
Why established media has been ignoring The Bilderberg Group ?.
http://www.pakalertpress.com /2012/05/31/why-does-the-mainstream-media-ignore-the-bilderberg-group/
⑺Global BackGround by the Bilderberger＝Operation EndGame.
This world has been being ruled by Bilderbergers with Rockefeller the General Head Quater of NAZIS.Their final aim is not peace making,on the
contrary,to conspire eugenics world for the few elite's surviving(Operation EndGame).This might be due to capitalism instinct.

For the New World Order, a world government is just the beginning. Once in place they can engage their plan to exterminate 80% of the world’s
population, while enabling the “elites” To live forever with the aid of advanced technology.For the first time, crusading filmmaker
ALEX JONES reveals their secret plan for humanity’s extermination: Operation ENDGAME.
http://netattic.net/unbelievable/operation-endgame/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x-CrNlilZho
*If you really wish actual effective result,then do you opt talent by their color?.In this world,there many races whose talent are variously
different.It is the differences that enables merits and demerits.Thereby we should complement with each others by knowing the difference.
In recent USA,many blackmen were killed by white policemen,then the President should ask himself whether he is to kill also white or not.
Also UN and IPCC the chiefs ask themselves the same question.

Ⅱ：Todays Political Environments in the global Rockefeller regime.
"Only the small secrets need to be protected. The largest are kept by public incredulity"
Marshall McLuhan,Canadian researcher and author (1911-1980)
http://www.syti.net/Topics2.html
"If the world is upside down the way it is now, wouldn't we have to turn It over to get it to stand up straight ?

" -Eduardo Galeano-

http://upsidedownworld.org/
“If you wish own stability,you must wish whole world stability”.

- The Lotus sutra priest Nichiren.

⑴After all,leftism or democratization movement in the world have not yet accomplished winning,on the contrary in today,it is right wing
movement that become more active to accelerate toward capitalism(wealth)monopoly with military police state-nization. Right wings are
obedient to the power,but insidious and brutal dogs against leftism.They are breded by rich and noble papa in high place.Real cause of the
defeating may be deficit in people’s strong money and manpower’s investment to research and synthesis on their united political
activity toward global winning. Always cost is necessary to get success.While people has been busy in own pleasure,but not in co-operation to
live<divide and rule>.While the competitors has hiddenly been investing mass money and man power.It is positive cycle to increase their
power by more money gotten by their increased power.CIA is a most famous right wing machine who research and synthesis on various
operations against democrats.CIA is secretly financed by tax and by Rockefeller private money. So tax for rich may be a solution.
Though saying so,era of money would have passed away by climate change being revealed.Hereafter,saving minimum foods and energy by
national strategy would be decisive in the coming world. In the era of climate change worsen,people are to recognize that individual effort
could not be effective any more,but only political solidarity could win to accomplish the national strategy.Or you would be extincted by
Arctic methane fire blast before 2050.Also note the wicked spirit in high place has been seeking chance of end game<world war Ⅲ>in
order to vanish evidence of own fatal failure<climate collapse toward global extinction>.This could be interfered by none,but by military men
themselves at that place of nuke launcher.This would be supreme mission of them.
Worldwide Effects of Nuclear War
http://www.atomicarchive.com/Docs/Effects/wenw_chp2.shtml
No One Will Survive World War III:Prevent the Suicide of Humanity!by Helga Zepp-LaRouche
http://www.larouchepub.com/eiw/public/2012/eirv39n06-20120210/33-35_3906.pdf

⑵Another political Option.
This may be most important and emergent task of us,however it is not certain whether following data are those,or not.
Lies and Deceptions on the Left: The Politics of Self Destruction
http://www.globalresearch.ca/lies-and-deceptions-on-the-left-the-politics-of-self-destruction/5438105
The Decline of the Left
http://www.wsj.com/articles/SB10001424052748704129204575506032115561668
It is an irony now appreciated across the political spectrum, from the U.S. to Britain and continental Europe, that the global financial and
economic crisis has not precipitated a mass shift to the parties of labor, the socialists, communists or center-left social democrats.
Liberation Theology
http://liberationtheology.org/library/a-concise-history-of-liberation-theology.pdf
http://liberationtheology.org/
Is Pope Francis the New Champion of Liberation Theology?
In attacking “the structural causes of inequality,” he is reviving that great movement’s “preferential option for the poor.”
http://www.thenation.com/article/177651/pope-francis-new-champion-liberation-theology#
Long years economic prosperity in advanced nations may succeeded to make people more or less conservative even in facing difficulty.
After all,today may be singular era without evident another political option.It is leftism decline due to deficit in adaptability for the time.

⑶Capitalism the Completion with Fatal Failure is Its ENDING.
Note both unemployment & climate change is to denay your life!!.Then how to solve the both simultaneously ??
⑷Unemployment benefits
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Unemployment_benefits
http://www.forbes.com/2008/06/27/unemployment-benefits-world-forbeslife-cx_mw_0627worldunemployment.html
Unemployed young people feel they have 'nothing to live for'
http://www.independent.co.uk/student/news/unemployed-young-people-feel-they-have-nothing-to-live-for-9034146.html
Surviving financially when you're unemployed
http://www.boston.com/jobs/news/jobdoc/2012/08/surviving_financially_when_you.html
http://www.happyjoblessguy.com/
http://teaching.monster.com/finance/articles/10308-24-ways-to-make-money-while-unemployed
http://thehairpin.com/2014/05/how-to-live-with-your-mother-when-youre-37-childless-and-unemployed
Which do you become strong anger or strong depression in facing frequent rejections to get job??,which is normal ??.It is entirely up side down prisoners are
insured foods and bed,while homeless are not.Then who are wrong ??. Showing homeless may be a threat for people to conserve the weakened regime

Everyday Life during the Depression
http://depts.washington.edu/depress/everyday_life.shtml
After 1933, the expansion of the New Deal meant that the government now intervened much more clearly in people’s daily lives,
employing them and giving them aid, as well as providing new forms of social insurance.

Life During the Great Depression
http://academic.mu.edu/meissnerd/depression.htm

great depression,people's life
https://www.google.co.jp/search?q=great+depression,people%27s+life&es_sm=93&tbm=isch&tbo=u&source=univ&sa=X&ei=-oUkVYu1JoTV8gXL-oCwAw
&ved=0CCUQsAQ&biw=1024&bih=653

10 Lessons From People Who Lived Through The Depression
http://www.businessinsider.com/lessons-from-people-who-lived-through-the-depression-2011-8?op=1

Top 8 All-Time Wealthiest People
http://goodtips4wealth.com/index.php/top-eight-all-time-wealthiest-people/?utm_campaign=TB2-8richest-8rich4.jpg&utm_term=businessinsider&utm_source
=taboola&utm_medium=cpc

⑸Climate Change: How do we understand by simple causalgic mechanism in heat exchanging flow !!.
For amateurs,understanding climate science by observed data may be good,while by phenomenological climate long stories might become
sticking in the mud.By overview based on physics fundamental(earth rotations, heat exchanging),those could be simple and strict.
1)

earth rotations→trade wind,westerly wind,

latitude,regional temperature difference→convection→high & low pressure→seasonal-regional weather,

2)

heat trap CO2 rise→oceans warming→temperature,vapor increasing→hurricane,flood,....→Arctic warming→cold wave blasting,.....#→regional drought,

3)

Equator and Arctic(Antarctic) warming is to increase heat exchanging radical collisions by hot wave and cold one in northern hemisphere due to thermal imbalance

Climate Change: How do we know?(NASA)
http://climate.nasa.gov/evidence/
Climate change | Environment | The Guardian(UK).
http://www.theguardian.com/environment/climate-change
Keeping warming to 2 °C is not enough to save species(New Scientist)
http://www.newscientist.com/article/dn27250-keeping-warming-to-2-c-is-not-enough-to-save-species.html#.VR-UW_ysUqM
ONLY ZERO CARBON|Planetary Emergency Response|Climate Science for Survival.
http://timetobebold.wordpress.com/tag/ipcc/
http://www.zero-carbon-or-climate-catastrophe.org/runaway-heating.html
The Real Weapons of Mass Destruction: Methane, Propaganda & the Architects of Genocide
http://www.climatesoscanada.org/blog/2011/02/17/the-real-weapons-of-mass-destruction-methane-propaganda-the-architects-of-genocide-part-i/

http://climatecommunication.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/08/arctic_climate.pdf

How Methane Gas Releases Due To Global Warming Could Cause Human Extinction
http://rocknj.hubpages.com/hub/How-Methane-Gas-Releases-Due-To-Global-Warming-Could-Cause-Human-Extinction

Future Climate Change
http://www.epa.gov/climatechange/science/future.html

FUTURE CLIMATE TRENDS AND IMPACTS
http://www.eohandbook.com/eohb2011/climate_future.html

Future Climate Change | National Climate Assessment
https://www.google.co.jp/search?q=climate+trends+in+history&oq=climate+trend+&aqs=chrome.2.69i57j0l5.43179j0j4&sourceid=chrome&es_sm=93&i
e=UTF-8#q=future+trends+in+climate+change

Demographics and Climate Change: Future Trends And their Policy Implications for Migration
http://www.migrationdrc.org/publications/working_papers/WP-T27.pdf

What Ecologists are (Most) Worried About Right Now: 5 Emerging Trends in Climate Change Ecology By Victoria Costello Posted: August 12, 2014
http://blogs.plos.org/blog/2014/08/12/ecologists-worried-right-now-5-emerging-trends-climate-change-ecology/

Table of Contents: Ecological Impacts of Climate Change
http://www.ploscollections.org/article/browse/issue/info:doi/10.1371/issue.pcol.v01.i17

Climate Change and Agriculture: Current and Future Trends, and Implications for India
http://www.ras.org.in/climate_change_and_agriculture_83

Climate change and Australia: Trends, projections and impactsAustral Ecology (2003) 28, 423–443
http://www.uow.edu.au/content/groups/public/@web/@sci/@biol/documents/doc/uow013530.pdf

EXTREME WEATHER AND CLIMATE CHANGE

by Daniel Huber, Jay Gulledge December 2011

http://www.c2es.org/publications/extreme-weather-and-climate-change

⑹Forestization is effective and executable,
Frankly to tell,climate conclusion had already determined.thereby the climate countermeasure is decisively emergent.
http://www.sciencedaily.com/videos/2007/0407-possible_fix_for_global_warming.htm

Amazing Saphonian Blade-less Wind Turbine！！！ .
http://www.gizmag.com/saphonian-bladeless-wind-turbine/24890/
Water becomes fuel !!!:the supreme energy technology、
http://www.777true.net/Water-Electrolysis-by-Charge-Density-Wave-could-Create-Energy.pdf

How to Cool Arctic !!
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/p/the-need-for-geo-engineering.html
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/p/how-to-cool-arctic.html
http://www.777true.net/How-to-Make-Clouds-for-Intercept-solar-heat-in-Arctic.pdf

Effects of climate change on humans
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Effects_of_climate_change_on_humans

⑺Future Economy Scenario with Climate Change Going.

I am only interested in the period up to 2020/2030, what to do?
http://climate4impact.eu/impactportal/help/faq.jsp?q=scenarios_2030

Substantially nothing comprehensible answer !!!<author>

Different socioeconomic scenarios of future world development
http://climate4impact.eu/impactportal/help/faq.jsp?q=scenarios_different

Future of Government | World Economic Forum - Future of ...
https://agenda.weforum.org/

Designing Future Scenarios for the World in 2030
http://www.colorado.edu/AmStudies/lewis/ecology/scenario.htm

Question for Discussion: What will our future look like in 2030? Can we create a restorative economy and
a sustainable future?
Current trend is scenario 3(nightmare world),recommended scenario is 2(fixed world)
....................................................................................................
The larger goal of this U.S.-led global sustainable society is to create healthy societies with sustainable standards of living in a healthy and clean
global environment that will be better able to support future generations

Major Driving Forces Affecting Life in 2030
....................................................................................................
25.Increasing threat to societal stability caused by economic insecurity and the growing division between the very wealthy and the vast majority,
who are desperately poor.
26.Increasing threat of global environmental collapse caused by Global Warming and the destruction of Global ecosystem.

.

⑻Outstanding Military Expenditure of USA(NAZIS EUGENICS TRADITION)＝the RISK of WW III ?!
http://www.ritholtz.com/blog/2013/04/us-military-spending-vs-world/
Operation Nazification – U.S. Military Hired Sixteen Hundred Nazi Scientists and Doctors

http://www.globalresearch.ca/operation-nazification-u-s-military-hired-sixteen-hundred-nazi-scientists-and-doctors/5369981
'America's Nazi scientists fulfilling dream of ruling the world'
http://www.sott.net/article/257615-Americas-Nazi-scientists-fulfilling-dream-of-ruling-the-world-Bruce-Gagnon
Is US-NATO Preparing to Wage War on Russia?
http://www.globalresearch.ca/is-us-nato-preparing-to-wage-war-on-russia/5420177
World War 3: Mikhail Gorbachev Warns Of A Russian Nuclear War Over Ukraine
http://www.inquisitr.com/1744204/world-war-3-mikhail-gorbachev-warns-of-a-russian-nuclear-war-over-ukraine/
Even EU having been following USA,they begin against the US warlike group running toward nuke war and disclosed
true appearance of ISIS<in Japanese>
http://plaza.rakuten.co.jp/condor33/diary/201503090000/
Military men are worry about the militant faction going forward to nuclear war with Russia,who seems to be spreading in the United States Army,
Wesley Clark, who served as the European Union Army Commander-in-Chief from 1997 to 2000 .In the program of CNN,he said the friendly countries
and allies of USA had created ISIS as a militant faction the relationship of "terrorists".Even chancellor Angela Merkel of Germany, who is said to be
American puppet,is going to place a brake to the militant faction .

Background of intending to overthrow the full-fledged war by the United States with providing weapons to Kiev regime and military
training the Guard is in Ukraine<in Japanese>
http://plaza.rakuten.co.jp/condor33/diary/201504010000/
Needless to say, the center of the militant faction are neocon / Zionist. Victoria Nurando US Assistant Secretary of State having led the coup, John
McCain, Joe Lieberman lawmakers such as hardcore.

Many consider that elite the American extreme right with CIA-military industry complex are too smug and too dangerous with too outstanding
military power,especially after the 9/11 in 2001.Most of false flag wars in the world has been being conspired by them.Why could they be so
extremely radical against another nations peoples.Now author present problem who they are and really what is going in their mind<the
motives> ??.In order to conspire perpetual such brutal havocs,there must be decisive imminent reason for them.Thereby,global destiny
would entirely depend on many decent American’s united actions against them.Then also note that they has been becoming more and more
cautious for own nation peoples<USA police state-nization in recent years since 9/11>.Thus American military and police men and women
should seriously care on who really make your livelihood.

⑼Jew Watch.com
http://www.jewwatch.com/jew-domination-government.htm
Jew has been Revolutional Liberators of Mankind from wicked spirits in high place,but we had persecuted them to Israel the betrayal.
Scenarios for the Future of Technology and International Development,2010
http://www.rockefellerfoundation.org/uploads/files/bba493f7-cc97-4da3-add6-3deb007cc719.pdf
a recent report from wicked spirit in high place.
How to anticipate near future world(authors site).
http://www.777true.net/How-to-anticipate-near-future-world.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Leadership_Manual.pdf
http://www.777true.net/New-Regime-Design-to-Turn-the-Upside-Down-World-at-Now.pdf

Role of American would be decisive in coming planetary emergent era.They allow totalitarianism management in military to accomplish aim
by best cost-performance effectiveness.While they has been strongly against socialistic management on policy<anti-communism
historically and strongly brain washed>.Free is everyone’s wish,however there comes time when non can survive without strong social
(global)management on policy<global policy on strong restriction on carbon energy and on geo-engineering implementations>.
In this meaning, the world destiny would depend on the smug and conservative American elites now in strong schizophrenia .

Conclusion:
Till 2008 the Lehmann bankruptcy,the world had been monotone of concern on economic growth .
At now(2015),global people has been under the silent desperate world
with noticing vast chronical economy depression and also growing rapid and vast climate threat.
Both could not be settled ,but simultaneously,however the problem is outrageous,but not impossible to solve.
Let us go to fix the world !!!.,by synthesizing and presenting evident another option
of comprehensible,effective,realizable to co-survive in coming Climate War Time.
Thus emergent our task is synthesis on evident and clear another option to act.
It is which that the majority silent desperate people are wishing.
Also they must write own future scenario(another option) by own trial.
Especially perspective on climate countermeasure never be regional,but global.
Therefore it is the own trial that could cause them global perspective on the whole world future.
http://www.777true.net/For-your-own-sake_Write-your-Future-Scenario.pdf
PS: What should be taken in the 1st action ?.
Find “easiest problem” to be settled and do it first !.
About 1 years before,author wrote many e-mails to regional governments in Japan to recommend to write own future scenario.
especially taking account for coming climate change world.Because they are rather free and affordable in something trial actions.
Of course,before those,mail was sent to authority in central bureaucrat,but they respond nothing. Now author himself has been trying and
realizing 80%carbon reduction life(home average value in Japan)by not smart ways such as no car ?,bicycle !,no bath ?,tap water shower,no
heating?,wearing down coat. Also he is trying solar heater and electronic generator.Those details is to be reported in this site by having gotten
certain data.Now authors aim is not such established? technology,but B Wave(charge density wave by Nicola Tesla can create energy from
nothing !!)one which has been authors life work.This task should be done by global co-operation,so he ask your support. Another emergent
tasks and the technical-financial difficulty has been intercepting this work for recent years.It is not that this singular work could be accomplished
by none,but by author.So someone who has strong motive should try it !!!.

Petition to USA government(energy ministry)with American physical society.
http://www.777true.net/Troublesome-Illusion-of-Elementary-Particle-Physics.pdf

Charge Density Wave by Nicola Tesla can create ENERGY from Nothing !!
http://www.777true.net/BWG.pdf

Why CDW can create energy from Nothing !!<the physics foundation>.
http://www.777true.net/Energy-Creation-Process-from-QED-to-QGD.pdf

Water Electrolysis(Stanley Meyer) by Charge Density Wave could Create Energy(version2)
http://www.777true.net/Water-Electrolysis-by-Charge-Density-Wave-could-Create-Energy.pdf
Also note climate countermeasure would not to be too late, so long as intercepting Arctic Methane Catastrophe.
Thereby the most emergent problem at now is Arctic Cooling geo Engineering by few billion dollars !!

Save the Arctic sea ice while we still can ! 2015/3/6
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/2015/03/save-the-arctic-sea-ice-while-we-still-can.html
.....................
Fortunately researchers are increasingly confident that a stratospheric aerosol haze, produced from sulphur dioxide,
SO2, could provide significant cooling of the Arctic for modest expenditure of the order of a few billion dollars per year.
This type of cooling could be replaced by cloud brightening using ultra-fine seawater droplets when the technology is
ready for large-scale deployment within a year or two.

